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The Neurodegeneration Research Lab (NDAL), established at the MBG Department of Boğaziçi 
University (BU) in 2005 by the Suna and Inan Kıraç Foundation, is the first example of a 
collaborative initiative in the field of health sciences between a University and an NGO in 
Turkey. The prestigious Kıraç gift supports the lab in enhancing neurosciences in Turkey and 
contributes to its efforts in becoming a center of excellence on neurodegenerative disease 
biology. In addition to the Kıraç fund, NDAL is supported by BU Research Funds, The Scientific 
and Technological Research Council and The State Planning Department of Turkey. BU and NDAL 
are recognized as leading academic centers not only throughout Turkey, but also on international 
platforms for the establishment and successful application of molecular technologies in the 
analysis and diagnosis of genetic and complex disorders. The general theme of investigations 
currently underway is focused on biology relevant to motor neuron diseases (ALS centrally) and 
related disorders; it aims to understand the mechanisms leading to neurodegeneration, with the 
ultimate goal of developing therapies. NDAL is involved in several national and international 
collaborations, including two multi-centered European projects, that aim to unravel the cellular 
mechanisms underlying neuronal death, neuron regeneration and brain plasticity. Scientific 
collaboration protocols have been signed recently between BU, represented by NDAL, and the 
Neurosciences Department of Brown University. Other important collaboration partners of 
NDAL are Harvard University and University of Massachusetts Medical Schools. These 
collaborations aim to enhance neurobiological science in Turkey and  specifically support research 
on neurodegenerative disease mechanisms.   

A. Nazlı Basak is the PI and the director of NDAL. The lab currently consists of three post-docs, 2 PhD students , 6 MSc students, 2 technical lab assistants 
and 2 lab managers , who all report to the PI. The lab also harbors several undergraduate students, who assist on a voluntary basis in different projects.  
Opportunities for further catalytic development of the research program in the next 3 years include:  
•Establishing in-house colonies of useful lines of mice, including ALS mice (SOD1G93A, alsin (-/-), FUSmutant (Robert Brown collaboration), lines of HSP mice, and 
perhaps new lines relevant to study of  corticospinal motor neurons (Jeffrey Macklis collaboration). 
•In parallel, an appropriate next step is to extend the already considerable tissue repository that the lab has developed.  Specifically, a library of hundreds 
and eventually thousands of DNA samples from cases and controls that are carefully phenotyped would be a resource of considerable impact, not only within 
Turkey but for investigators everywhere.  This should undoubtedly be predicated on DNA collection but might powerfully be extended to other tissues 
including autopsy specimens. 
•The entire process of discovery and therapy development in neurologic disorders would be well served by the establishment of a network of clinicians, both 
for acquisition of tissue samples but also hopefully as a clinical investigation network.  
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